
Taste of Hoover

My Country Inspires My Art Instructions

These instructions should be used if you do not have a PERSONAL (NOT MCPS) Google account in

order to access the Google Form and upload a copy of your art piece.

Instructions: Create a beautiful piece of art inspired by your country of origin or a country which

you feel a connection. Submit a photo of the art, title of the art piece, and an explanation of the title

and how the art was inspired by your country of origin/choice. The explanation of the title and

inspiration is required to be at least 3-4 sentences in length in order to receive SSL credit.

How SSL hours are earned: Students will earn up to 2 SSL hours based on a scale of 1-4 points (1

point equals 0.5 SSL hour) for complexity of the art/explanation of the title and inspiration.

How to submit your poster: Please email a copy of your art piece to the Hoover PTA at:

HooverMSPTA@gmail.com. In the subject line of the email write “My Country Inspires My Art.”

In your email, include the following information:

 Full name

 Grade

 STUDENT email address (Please provide your PERSONAL email address. Do NOT provide

your MCPS email address. If you do not have a personal email address, provide the email

address of a parent/guardian. We will send your SSL form to the email address you

provide.)

 Name of chosen country for inspiration for art

 Title of the art piece

 Explanation for the title and inspiration of the art piece

 Whether Hoover PTA has permission to post the ART PIECE on the PTA’s Taste of Hoover

webpage

 Whether Hoover PTA has permission to post your NAME with your art piece on the PTA’s

Taste of Hoover webpage. If you don’t want your name posted, we can anonymously post

the art piece on the webpage. Just let us know.

If you have any questions, please contact Hoover PTA at: HooverMSPTA@gmail.com.


